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Wilson Wyatt In
Town Tomorrow
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, March 4,1959
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Moon Rocket Is
Powering Way
Toward Its Goal

The LEDGER & TIMES.
Murray.
Kentucky
TIFTON, Ga. (UPI) — School
Dear Editor,
efEciali e.ught today to deter
mine exac.ly hsw many children
I was sorry to learn of pi .ns
were aboard a crowed school
to add artificial fluorides to Morbus that crashed into a pond
ley's public drinking water as a
Tuesday causing at least nine
measure against tooth decay.
Wilson W. Wyatt, candidate for
deaths.
As a veteran "fluoride fight'er'.
the Democratic nomination for Lt
There were cc.nflicting reports
I have firm reasons for believing
overnor on the Combs- Wyatt
on just nee many students norOat if the program were handled
II*am, will be in Murray all day
mally ride on the 58-mile run,
tisre as it wae here back in
tomorrow, Thursday, March 5. He
I wh.ch was almest‘over Tuesday
1956...that She outcome would
will have a full schedule for the
morreng when the accident hap!le sirniliar. After the public was
By DARRELL GARWOOD
miles traveled by Pioneer I last
entire day beginning at 6:30 a.m.
pened.
cn a chance to educate themUnited Press International
November.
esJones,
In a schedule released by Rob40,
Dont
Bus driver
:yes upsn 'he nature of this
While the deviatien in course
ert Young, campaign manager for
timated that about 80 Negro
Sestance elemt to be added to eflf/OkS4INQT1* (Wkl!qt-s
knocked out a planned test of i
the team in Calloway County,
ycungsters were packed iute the
.cir water supply, a referendum neer - IV -hour?*
tlie %mean today and the moment camera - triggering device and
Mr. Wyatt's day will be as fol54-seat vehicle when it struck
is held. It was saundly defeatwhen it, becomes a true planet measurement of radiation in vicilows.
beimps sn a dirt road, went out
4-1.
nity of the moon, officials still
of the sun.
control and flipped onto its
biocheof
KNOW:
That
DID
YOU
At 6:30 he will be at the stove
The 13.4-pound capsule of sci- expected to accpaire a mass of
the shallow pond.
no
side
in
state
"there
can
be
mists
_plant to greet workers going on
Jones said that many of the
OF entific instruments reached an scientific data from Pioneer IV.
CONCENTRATION
SAFE
Ole first shift of the day. After
Maj Gen Jshn B. Medaris,
chiloren along his route are out
FLUORINE ANY MORE THAN altitude of 207,608 miles above
the
MYF
Neale,
President
of
breakfast down town he will
above
is
Jerry
Don
Pictured
of school to help with farm work.
THERE CAN BE SAFE CON - the earth at 11 a. m., e. s. t.. and Army missile chief, said the ins
spend the morning in Murray
check
for
Church,
presenting
a
and that on a pifect-attendanc. of the First Methodist
CENTRATION OF DYNAMITE, was clipping along at 4.689 miles formatien acquired should help
seeing the many friends he made
$100 to Miss Frances Bradley, teacher of the School of OR ANY OTHER DANGEROUS an hour. At that hour it had the United States put the first
say his load would be 105.
on previous trips.
H. B. Allen, Tift County school New Hope. Left to right are: Mrs. Betty Lowry, MYF EXPLOSIVE"? 1 hat boiling fluo- ca.mpleted about wfive-sixth of man "voyageur'. into space withsuperintendent, said it was his Counselor; Roszanne Farris, Publicity Chairman; Mary ridated water cannot -purify" it its flight toward a late-afternoon in 10 or 12 years.
At 11:30 ne will be at Murray
understanding that the average Leslie Erwin and Peggy Williams, Project Co-chairmen; but makes it even more deadly rendezvous with the moon.
Wilson W. Wyatt
State College to talk to the stu'l lee National Aeronautics and
Isad on Jones' run has been about Miss Frances Bradley and Jerry Don Neale. The check because this concentrates these
dents on the campus.
Sps
A:teninistration said the
poisonous chemicals?
At 3:30 Mr. Wyatt will be at in Marshall and Lyon counties 60 passengers.
held
by
the
spaghetti
supper
from
a
represents
proceeds
superintendent
school
State
That there is eledence to prove ..tta space probe, Launched at
the Calloway Manufacturing Com- sn Friday of this week.
Claude Purcell announced Tues- MYF for this special project.
that fluoride speee's up the can- 12:10 a. m. e. s. t., Tuesdae at
pany to greet employees getting
Lay that he was assigning a repcer processes and causes eareer Cape Canaveral, Fla., will reach
•ff the job. At 5:40 he will make
the ;Kent of its nearest .approach
resentative to investigate the acr—
deaths for cancer patients?
an address over the local radio
cident, but that since local auI
That the Dispensatory of the tc the moon at 5:24 p. m e. s. t.
station.
ATwill be 239.thorities- have full control of
United States of America. 24th
After the full day here Wyatt
000 miles from the earth. It will
their bus systems he could take
will travel to Paducah where he
Monday's complete record fol- edition, page 1456. states, "Fluo- be 37,000 iniles from the
The
ANGELES
t
UPI)
—
LOS
moon,
rides are Violent Poisons to all
will make a television appearance nation's daily newspapers plan to no action.
lows:
Jones' bus was only two stops
living tissue . due to their re- plus or minus 2,000 miles, the
over WPSD at 10:00 p.m
45
this
year
Census
all-out
drive
launch
an
moval of calcium. They cause NASA caluculated.
He is not planning to make a to capture a greater share of the from the school when the acci65
Adult Beds
The Goldstone tracking station
An adult homemaking class,
Dr. G. ' McRaney. director of
tall of blood pressure, respiraformal address to any gathering national advertising dollar, ac- oent occOtTedo-The driver said lie
"20
Beds
gency
Ems
managed to get out, began break- sponsored by. the Murray_ Training
tory failure and genital paraly- en California's Mo3ave Desert, the Murray Training School has
liowhile in Murray, but rather plans
5
the
executive
of
•
Dismissed
an
Patients
to
cording
sis. The use of fluoride-contain- which lost ecsitsiglogith the pint- resigned his position as of lnly
to make as many calls over the American Newspaper Publishers ing wineicnvs and pulled about School home economics depart0
New Citizens
Mani, will get underway ,Monday,
13 children to safety.
ing dentrifices and internal mod- sizn artificiel p1 et late; Tues- 1, according to an announcement
town as possible.
from
Friday
admitted
Patients
Association.
sp becauiti..nt Ole eartirs
A farmer who saw the accident Mareto9 at 7:00 p.m The subject
today.
wants is not justified'?
Tomorrow afternoon Mrs. Sup.
m.
president
Monday
2:30
Lipscomb,
a.
m.
to
9:00
Charles T.
area for the class is "Making Sense
`p.c1Ftd it , up again at ''7:33
McRaney will take over the
That Dr. Royal Lee, DDS, Milsie McDevitt will honer Mr.. of the association's Bureau of telephoned for aid and the
Cooper. Rt.
Jean
Miss
Krista
Clothing Dollar".
•- • • •*•-t v position of Dean of Student Perstates, "Inorganic fluo- a. m. e.
waukee
Wyatt with a tea between the Advertising. said Tuesday the na- was soon crowded with rescuers. With Our
bales
and
Keck
Guest speakers. panel discus- 4; Mrs. Jehn L.
Officials said that only a colli- sonnel of Delta State College,
After screaming survivors were
hours of 3:00 and 400 p. m. A tion's 1.750 daily newspapers are
Harold rine is a cumulative poison....It
style shows will help boy, Rt. 1. Golden Pond;
ssion with a meteorite could stop Cleveland. Mississippi. Cleveland
body
even
accumulates
in
the
number of ladies in Murray doing about nine times as well as removed, 12 unconscious children sions and
the lesson. The Dean Jones, Rt. 1, Dexter; James when taken in small doses
the
13.4-pound
satellite (roue is about 100 miles south of Memwill greet Mrs. Wyatt at this television and about five times were removed and only three add interest to
Prather, Rt. 2 Hickman;
joining Russia's 3,245-pound LASS phis and-- the college has about,
revived. Five boys and topics for the lesson are: "How Wheeler
be
could
brit.le"?
males
the
bones
time.
City,
Union
as radio in obtaining the
Rt.
4,
well
Napier,
as
:Wayne
Line,
Becoming
Color.
To Select
four girls drowned.
900 students at the present time.
Yesterday Wyatt was in Fulton
I have before me a clipping nik in orbit around the sun
•
Term.. Mrs. Terrell English, Rt.
2.5 billion dollars spent yearly
But Pioneer IV's timetable was
"The larger ones were standing and Texture; Planning the EnMr. McRaney came to Murra3
from a focal newspaper written
County and today in Graves
—
advertising by four milPegue
Sills.
9(2
Hafford
local
6,
Mn..
on
Readymades
on the little ones," Jones said. tire Costume; Buying
one of our med.cal doctors set beck. When the satellite was in September 1956efroen Indiana
County. Wyatt is scheduled to be
•
.I.
Riley
Miller.
Mrs.
lies ..seizall businesses.
We.;
Amok
"Thee* were the ones we lost." Carefutty: The Latest On New
when this matter was being "air- latIncOd ?lens Cape CAtilVerat. UnTversity Eicominieten. Indiana
Lipscomb said, however:''that
Mts. Harold b. Long. 300 East
No charge was filed against Fabrics; What We should Know
ed' here in 1956 I quote, in Fla.. early Tuesday, eciantists had where he was a graduate stud Chaltelevision, radio and nat i on a 1
Mrs.
Benton,
Ky,
10th..
Jones, a bus driver for 25 years About Fabric Care: Beat In Shoes,
part, "In searching the 1956 is- hoped it wauld reach the vicinity €55.:,
magazines lead in national advermou.s Clayton, Hazel; Mrs. Wayne
and described by Allen as "a Hose, and Lingerie".
He has managed the county
sue of Current Therapy by Dr. of the moon at 10 a. m.. today.
tising
ColRt.
2,
baby
girl.
and
Flora
There is no cost to the lesson
The time was pushed back to and district basketball tournagood driver."
Conn. no mention i.s made of any
413
"All newspapers will work toH.
Reeder,
Farm;
Glen
lege
and anyone interested may attheraputic use of fluoride, but 2 p. m when it was discovered ments while at the Murray Traingether on an orderly, planned attend. Provisions have been made No. 12th.; Mrs. C. T. Bowerman he gives -treatment for children the satellite was slightly of? ing School.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Benton;
tempt to sell national advertisers
Rt.
1.
boy,
baby
United Press International
to take care of small children and
or mach poison- course and another recalculation' Mr. McRaney has been active
and agencies on the power and
baby boy, poisoned on rat
By VERNON SCOTT
KENTUCKY — Temperatures that mothers may need to bring. Mrs. Pat Warien and
ing which contains fluoride. His late Tueday established the 5:24 in the Methodist Church where
medium,"
press
advantages
of
the
Masion
Benton;
James
The teacher for the class is 917 Pin.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
for the five-day period, Thurshe is a member_ He is also a
is to empty trie stom- p. m. rendezous.
Lipscomb said.
1; Mrs. James H. treatment
The deviation in course also member of the Murray Rotary
day through Monday, will aver - Inez Haile. Home Economics teach- Parker. RI.
immediately if possible to
ach
Joly
added.
"will
he
—
theme."
(UPI)
"Our
1,
boy. at.
HOLLYWOOD
swung Pioneer IV farther away Club, and professional organieafive degree.; below er at Murray Training School. Clayton and baby
age two t
be that the total selling medium
Mrs. Rueben Pruette make vomit, wash she stomach
little Lou, Cqatello is dead.
the state normal of 43 degrees A Members of her Planning Com- Illardini;
stomach from the moon than the 15.000 ti ens.
out
and
leave
in
the
the
of
member
newspaper."
is the daily
1605 Calloway;
The slap-itatmy
little below normal Thursday and mittee for the class are Mrs. Bill and baby girl.
Dr. McRaney said that he resifter washing. either calcium m.les originally predicted and
Richer,: Jackson and baby
"tamed A.bbot and Costello come-Friday. warmer Saturday but Price, Mrs. Ed Hendon. Mrs. Mrs.
gretted leaving Murray because
chloride or calcium lactate and
following
82;
Mrs
,
Station,
Box
boy,
College
dy team died Tuesday
Floyd
Mrs.
Jones,
and
Thomas
near the moon.
turning colder agm Sunday and
he has enjoyed his work hore
if much poison has been already
James Thomas Myers, 4821 Faira second heart attack, only three
„
Nevertheless, the project was and has made many friends
Mthday. Precipitation will aver- McNutt.
absorbed, in addition, give calOhio;
Mrs.
Curt
view.
Blueash.
clays before his 53rd birthday
twill
six
lessons
The series of
age one-fourth to three-fourths
cium ch:eride in the vein. Cal- ceneidered an unqualified success here_ He said, however, that he
Hospitalized last Wednesday by
Melony
inches as showers and scattered begin Monday night. March 9 in Colson. Rt. I. Sympsonia;
cium chloride in chemical union and President Eisenhower hailed felt that he could not overloralt
Miss
Rt.
I.
Hazel;
Lynn
Lassiter.
a heart attack, Costello was given
thundershowers tonight and ear- the Home Economics Department
with fluoride forms an inert salt it as " a splendid achievement" this advancement in position in
Rt. 1, Hazel;
last rites of the Roman Catholic
marking another major step in his chosen field of education. '
ly Thursday and again around of Murray Training School from Hosephine McClain,
and counteracts the poison..
CharlCrick.
Rt.2;
Church.
Mrs.
Billy
Joe
7:00 to 8:90 p.m.
Saturday or Sunday.
"This idea of fluoridation is an scientific space exploration.
He was pronounced out of danes Hassel Pasahail, Rt. 1, Hazel;
It already has gone farther
individual thought by physicians.
ger later sn the week. but a
Robert Graves McDsimstt, Beale
dentists, and commercial agencys than any man-made object exblood clot snuffed out his life
Hotel; Mes. Ralph White, Rt. 2,
and frem this school of thought cept the Lunik. The best preTuesday a few minutes after his
Hamel; Cletus Lamb, Rt. 2. Kirkvieis. performance by an Ameriwishful thinking is created.
Anne. left his bedside si
3VISTTLseys Jan-. Fannie Rs
"I hese tried to give y-ou my can space probe' was thc 71,300
Thompprepare dinner for the family
Bradsford
Spruce Porter
by Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
reasons why I am aginst fluoriHOLLYWOOD (UPI) -s-Actress
One of three private nurses atson. Rt. 3. Puryear, Tenn.; Eddation and further will say, there
Debbie Reynolds says she has
was
comic
rotund
tending the
Committee hearings on legis- Vice President ci the Kentucky ward 0. Chadwick. 212 No. 12th.
no drug of known medics'
turned down Eddie Fisher's rewith hem during the fatal attack,
lative propesals, relating to the Farm Bureau; and A. Y. Lloyd, Patients dismissed from Friday value but that some individua'
quest for a Nevada divorce that
Conello's long-time manager Edfarm program, housing, and re- Executive Vice President of the 9:00 a. m. to Monday 2:30 p.m. has a nallergy to it. If fluorids
would (see him to marry actress
ward Sherman said.
William Adams, Rt. 2, Hazel;
lief for distressed areas have Burley and Dark Leaf Export
is put in our drinking water wha'
Elizabeth Taylor. .
Joe Hicks, Msdel, Tenn.; Miss
scene
for
Association.
Dr.
the
Capitol
John'
B.
Hutson,
dominated
chance has that individual t
"I haven't given my consent to
Bud Abbott Stunned
Meredith Mitchell, Wirocia Hail;
the past two weeks. Very few a native of west Kentucky, r1
avoid it?", end of quote_
a Nevada divorce because I don't
Herman
laseiter.
Rt.
4;
Miss
Mrs.
turn
Associates,
the
wanted
to
by
Presidentd.of
acted
upn
Tobacco
bills were
"He said he
I hope this matter will be rebelieve in it." the perky actress
House, but practically all of the also strongly supported the pro- Christy A. Henson,' Rt 4. Benton; considered there at Murray and
Over on his side," the nurse later
sear,. iasuiese said. "I feel it would be embarI
5.
Benton;
Mrs.
Roy
F.
Jones,
Rt.
think
said,
'I
deeply
posal.
House Committees were
*told Sherman.". "He
,,r1 Mrs Mit04'ell
M
that each individual, to whom
rassing to my children to one day
Congressman Pat Jennings of Jean Ann Curd, Rt. 4. Mayfield, the water belongs, will be given Route I, Murray, won the Dis- find out their father had two
engaged in hearings on proposals
I'll be more comfortable.'
Jetten
(Expired)
Mrs.
Malcolm
affecting most of the activit'es skithwest Virginia introduced a
''Before I could reach hun he
a chance his or her opinion as trict Run-off Contest sponsored wives at the same time."
bill on February 26 in line with Rt. 1, Mayfield; Mrs Herman to whether or not they want 'to by the Mus.c Department of
of the Federal Government.
slumped back on his pillow and
Miss Reynolds, 26. was awarded
Debra
Ann
Wicker,
Rt.
2;
Miss
the recommendation of the growwas gone."
be
"doctiered"
through
their Murray Woman's Club recently. a large property- settlement plus
leaned
Puryear,
Tenn.;
Brannon,
death
unexpected
Costello's
High custody of their children, Carrie,
TOBACCO PRICE SUPPORT7 er groups, If the Department of
drinking water. Murray
A senior at
Agriculture does not report un- Dean Jones, Rt. I. Dexter; Monshocked Hollywood. His former
LEGISLATION PROPOSED
chool, Deanna is a pupil of Miss 2, and Todd, 1, Feb. 19 when she
Respectfully yours.
5,
Benton;
Wavel
roe Jones, Rt.
partner. Bud Abbott, was in a
Mrs. J. L. Grooms
Lillian Watters. She will repre-• received an uncontested interlocuOn February 19 the Tobacch favorably on this legislation, we
State of collapse.
Subconunittee of the House Ag- will probably hold further hear- Sins, Rt. 5, Benton; Hassel ShelFulton, Ky.
sent Murray at the District Con- tory divorce here.
ton, Rt. 6; Mrs. William Jones,
On hearing the news Abbott
test March 7 at Benton. The winriculture Committee held hear- ings in the tobacco growing areas.
The divorce does not become
Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs. James Outsobbed. "What can I say? What
ings on proposals to stabilize and We will report developments on
ner of this contest will enter the final under California law for one
1100
Main;
land
girl,
and
baby
this
bill
(roan
in
time
to
time
can I say? It's the worst thing
state competition in Louisville, year.
protect the price support level
Wayne Napier, Rt. 4, Union City,
*that ever happened. Poor little
for tobacco. Spokesman for eigh- the weeks v.-head.
appearing on WHAS T-V. Judges
"I've already given him a diTWIN KIDNAPED — Holding her
Walker,
Rt.
Tenn.;
Mrs.
Hollis
Lou. He's dead. He's dead."
teen grower. farm. and related
Applications for Surplus Com- in the contest here were Blaine vorce." Miss Reynolds said Tuesson Aaron Lee at
Wheeler
Prather,
Rt.
5;
James
TVA
Straightman Abbott said he 6-week-old
SELF-FINANCING
all
organizations
repre,enting
Ballard. Jack Winter and Russell day in acknowledging that Fisher
home In Ontario, Calif., Mrs.
2, Hickman; Lloyd Boyd, 504 modities will be taken Monday.
BILL HEARINGS
was watching a rerun of an old
segments of the tobacco industry
March 9th in the County Judge's Terhiine of the Murray State had sought her permission for a
Ruth Flores, 3.5- year -old
Farris.
Rt.
Beale;
Mrs.
Hubert
roucomedy
Costello
The
House
and
Public
Works
ComAbbott
appeared before the Tobacco
College Music Department.
(Continued on Page Five)
widowed mother of stx children,
Rt. 6. Office in the Court House.
tine on his TV set when Sherman
Subcommittee. All of them urged mittee has scheduled hearings 3, Mrs. Terrell English.
appeals for the return of
Benton;
Mrs.
William
Howard,
telephoned the news.
enactment of legislation to set for Merch 10 and 11 on the TVA
Aaron's twin brother, Eric
Box 73, Calvert City; Edgar
a "I was laughing my head off at
the price support level for to- Self-Financing bills. As previousLeon. A volunteer baby litter
bit,"
ly reported, identical bills have Sheppard, Rt. I, Hardin; Mrs.
our old "who's on first?'
"old"
cent
of
at
90
per
bacco
"Take
sought.
good
Is being
Walter Hutchens. 206 No, 16th.;
Abbott w-ept. "Then all of a
parity in place of tht "moder- been introduced by me and sevcare of my baby. Watch his
Mrs. James Haley and baby boy,
other
sudden I got the call about poor
eral
the
Members
from
used
in
parity
formula
nized"
please,
please
bring
and
cold,
little LOU dying.
TVA area. The purpose of the Dexter; Mrs. Richard Oldfield
reeent years.
him back to ma." she begged.
and baby girl, 1606 Ya Miller;
• "My God, I jusn can't believe
But they opposed any "roll bills si to permit TVA to sell
Miss Janice Kay Powell, Rt. 2.
he's gone."
hack" in support prices. The net bonds to finance expansion to
meet the needs for additional Calvert City.
of
the
proposal
would
be
effect
Only Son Drowned
to fix the support level for bur- electric power in the TVA area.
ley tobacco at the 1958 figure
Costello is survived by his
FIRST DISTRICT VISITORS
of 56.4c until such time as 90
wife, three daughter's. Patricia.
Many First District residents
United Press international
per cent of old parity exceeds
22; Carole, 20, and Christine 11,
this amount. This would probab- have visited my office since the
and a brother, Pat, all of Los
Southweet Kentucky — In- ly be two to four years depend- Session opened. They were as
Angeles.
His only son. one-year-old Lou creasing cloudiness and mild to- ing on haw much prices go up welcome as a letter from herne
The Lynn Grove chapter of the
Jr, drowned in 1943 when he day, with showers hkely by on things farmers buy. The sup- when I was away in service
ae oppled into the family swim- night. High today 55. Cloudy and port levels for fire-cured and Some visitors during the past two Futuae Homemakers of America
were stablized weeks were: Barbara S. Johnson. had "Their regular monthly meetwarmer with showers tonight, dark air-cured
- "ming pool.
Rosary will be said Friday low near 40. Partly cloudy and at 38.8c and 34 5c under a low La Center. (student at the Uni- ing March 2 in the study hall.'
Two girls received their chapter
versity of Kentucky); John R.
passed ip 1957.
. evening at Steen's Mortuary fol- cooler Thursday.
Kentucky Area Spokesmen sup- Vinson, Cadiz; Bobbie R. Grogan. degrees. They were: Nancy Broach
'LOST' DISCOVERER BELIEVED IN ORBIT—In a cautiously-worded statement, the United States Air
lowed by requiem high Mass
Temperatures at 5 a. m. CST.:
Force announced the "boat" 1,300-pound satellite Discoverer 1 apparently is circling the earth
Saturday morning at St. Francis Co'ngt. n 2, Leuisville 30, Pa- porting the *bill included John Murray, (now living in Louis- and Judy ,Whitlow.
A_ panel discussion was preevery 96 minutes in a polar orbit. Blasted off from Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif, the DtsB ....sg Green 30, Berry. President of the Burley ville); Dr. John C. Quertermous,
- de Sales at nearby Studio City. :le:ugh
coverer's fate remained in doubt for nearly 32 hours, until "random" radio signals finally were
Growers
Association, Murray; and Emerson Beauch- minted on the dating problems of
Entombment will be at Calvaiy Lexington 21 arid leanaon 26 Tobacco
received. The photo is a view of the Discoverer's payload—telemetry equipment,, but no animals.
(Continued on Page Five),
xington, Kentucky; Jack Welch, amp, Jr., Russellville.
-Cemetery in 1, s Angelees
EVansville, Ind.. 26.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

Design features .1 the pro- follewed by Ohio. Indiana, and
the
pi ed beelge ever the Fort Lim- Michigen. All 49 states and
retire.
deun Darn were announced to- District of Columbia were
visitors
eay by ,TVA. A the:sway Con- ‘ented. There were 102
eact that would assure construc- from the 401h slate-Alaska.
Ai•hough visitors entering pewtion 4- the briege a 1W being
A' Tk,:d 'CM by the L S. Bureau erh u es are oat rcquired to
ana
.f Puelic fir :ids, the Sires .il. tegis ler, between 800.000
900.000 f them did. The balk
Tenne.eree. and TVA.
When- c mplettd the bridge will -:f v :Filets do nat go inside the
werhouses but content themffer a sh:,rtir t. ute--be:ween
he Oak Ridge. Harriman and se:ves with exterior views and
'tenkwood areas I.' Mary- ilie and information obtained hem TVA
ere Great Sms.ky Mountains. It Pubi:c Safety Service uffeers.
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
$130.000
New School Buildings .
Planning Commission with PrfinaJ
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Exi:ansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

A false witness shall perish.
- Proverbs 21 :28.

• Washed
• Dryed and Folded
• Flat Work Ironed FREE

Phone PL 3-2552
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1-;obably not more than a hand- not just a.notiar calumny. If
that
ful of people hue the Catholic have been led to believe
Catholics worship idols and stat(.nurch as it really is
buy and sell the divine
But many have heard anti- ues
of the Mass . are opworship
sources
from
calumnies
Cateule
the religaais fretiom
to
posed
respect,
to
neight
they have been
cur Bill
and luve.corne to fear and sus- granted al religions by
pect the Church as it has been. of Rights, then you have been
.
deraoved and misled.
,ely wpm-sewed so EIRRIFI.
If you have h.s.rbored these ce
It is hardly reasonab!e to believe that 35 millions of Amen- any other false beliefs abcut the
cans would remain in the Catho- Catholic Church and its teethht. Church if the rumors circu- ins . and if, above all, such
lated against the Church ire true. misunderstanding has kcpt
Nor would thousands of others from examining the Catholic
become Catholics every year if claim to be the Church estabthey believed such things-with- lished by Chant Himself • you
out inquiring into the facts.
owe it to yourself in good conThat is shy the Catholic science to seek the truth.
Church Says again and again to
We shall be glad to send yot1
pc-opie everywhere. Investigate! free on request. a dic in dealing
kisestigate'"
with tne points mentioned here
The Church mikes this appeal arid manv others ... nsludinithe
DIL4 int„rely to settle an arizument, attitude of the Chtirch toward
one pranaoly to win the good- Birth Control ...secret vg.etIeS
will -Of the r115iniutholic
. the S'Llivat ion of nn CT .tholics
although this is a hopedfot re... why Catholic priees are called
sult
-Father- ..., the Inceentein and
les more important atm is TO the alleged goings-no brhind
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see ed h. the C.at1e
on you. lI'rite todry for y tut
call
doe n time/ugh the centuries. For
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no mnn. serkisa.: the salv4tion of
his own faul. 1,411«xiscientiously
discount rise Eathohc claim to bi
Christ's Church on the bacis tit
mere rumor and slander when
;he truth is so needy at hand
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Front new rear Sport Deck
to handsome Relic
Plymouth's modern good
-tale woks fee ilese.
No extremes In styl)ng here
-this is proefeeSIIM
Styling at its best!

• s

Compare' Plymouth gees you so many more features, 90 much more value for your new car dollat
And, thanks to Plymouth's many economy features for '59, you'll save money every mile you drive'

PLYMOUTH

CAR Uilt
"C" "f"

PLYMOUTH
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Torsion-bar frost se:pen:lea s/
Total-Contact Brakes
EMctrie

wis•shield wipers

V
N/

CAR CAR

s/

Swivel Seats

V

Bear Sport Beek styling

V

Most driver headroom

V

Push Button transmission

1/

Most driver legroom

V

Push Button heating

V

Mirror-Mahe rear-view mirror

V

Biggest engine

V

•

-

Greatest trunk capacity
V

Long-life baked enamel
Ime

Martinizing

1 HOUR SERVICE
Ntrvor An Extra Charge!
Stier at Prier- Mon. I hru Thurg.
79t

MURRAY 1-HOUR MARTINIZ1NG
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Si. LOUIS IV 4114014R.
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BIG
DIFFERENCE IN

RIDE AND
PERFORMANCE

AND PLYMOUTH'S "TWO-MILE TRY-OUT" PROVES IT!
Two miles at the wheel, and you'll agree no other car in Plymouth's field can match
the smoothness of Plymouth's no-extra-cost Torsion-Aire Ride. And you'll enjoy a
new feeling of command when you boss tne biggest V-8 in Plymouth's fiell-the
optional New Golden Commando 395.

49e
$2.00
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• Excellent,Food
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President's
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Even though ttie White House
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departUPPERS WERE NEVER THIS FAR-With aid of the fire
ment. Dr. John R. Risch first on ladder), a high-minded
dentist, presumably. climbs tip to the quarters of Maurt
Rose Kirby atop that 71-foot pole in Indianapolis, Ind., and
(top) does a job on her toothache. The 17-year-old girl has
14.
eat a new world pole-sitting record, will descend March

SPECIAL!!
WASH and DRY BUNDLE
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Seeliger said injuries of this
kind are especially dangerous ‘because the victim often isn't conscious hes been nurt teed stweral
hours later.

MURRAY REST HOME

lie i5 found out invatiably. His own conscience Will be his executioner.

South Side Square

MINNEAPOLIS - tun "Clasp your hands behind your
neck and poid tight" LS the best
way to ' escape injury in a rear,
end auto collision, according to
i Dr. Earl F. Seeliger, ea Minneapolis chiropracter.
statistics show
Seeliger sad
that more -than 50 per cent of
rear-end collisions result Ain injuries caused by sudden forward
movements which snap the neck
back.

MURRAY LOAN CO.

and In

BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

195s

HOW TO ESCAPE INJURY

OM.

..NI•%% Parking Lot
and .
PLaza 3-9174

BUT...YOU DON'T PAY FOR THE DIFFERENCE!
That's because all three top-selling low-price cars are priced within a few dollars-of each other.
They all rost about the same, but only Plymouth gives you die Big Difference for your money.
Sec your Plymouth dealer for the facts and figures ... and ask for that "Two-Mile Try-Out" today!
So much/he same in price...so different on the ••)aci.
redgy's hest buy.. lemOrrow.8 basi trade
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MINNEAPOLIS
"Clasp your hands behind your
neck and )hold tight" ts the best
way to ' escape injury in a rearend auto collision, according to
Dr. Earl F. Seeliger, s. Minneapolis chiropracter.
statistics show
sa.d
Seellger
-than 50 per cent of
rear-end collisions result si in injuries caused by sudden forward
movements which snap the neck
back.
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Lethargic action in the Fourth
District Tournament being held
in the MSC sports arena saw
Benton drub Almo 72-32 and
Murray High ekeed out a close,
but colorless 39-33, win user Hazel.
Benton and Murray High will
meet in the first game on Thursday night.
Benton took an 11-0 lead early
in the first period as Almo could
not find the range and kept
pouring on the offensive steam
behind the power of its two
big men. Joe Dan Gold and Kenney Peek. By the end of the first
quarter, Almo waa hopeless buried under 'a lop-sided 19-4 margin.
Almo's attack picked up only
slightly in the second stanza and
the Indians rolled to a 38-10 halftime lead.
The second half saw Benton
get plenty of scoring punch from
substitutes and Coach Bill Far.
ris' club continued to mount the
score. Almo trailed 18-52 at the
end of the third period. The
Warriors had their best quarter
in the final canto picking up 14
points but never really found the
range.
Benton scored on 49 field goals
and 22 of 33 free throws for 66
per cent and committed 16 personal fouls. Almo slipped in only
10 field goals. hit 12 of 22 foul
shots for 54 per cent, and was
charged with 23 personals.
Joe Dan Gold was 'high point
man for the Indians with 21
markers. Junior Furgerson led
Almo with 8 points.
The second game was close all
the way and tiod on numerous

Anderson away from the Los
Angeles Dodgers."
Anderson Key Man
"Andersen is the key man on
how we are going to do this
year." Sawyer forecast. "All the
reports we have is that he can
do the job in the field. If he can,
that plugs up a weak gap for us.
The question is how much he
will hit.
"Well, he won't have to hit too
CAMPY BACK IN HARNESS—Back in a different kind of harmuch to keep his job if he makes
ness, Roy Campanella (left, in wheelchair) talks to Peewee
the double play and fields the
Reese (center) and Los Angeles Dodger catcher Norm
grcund balls around second base
Sherry at the Dodgers' spring training camp in Vero Beach,
"We have good pitching and that last year were going through
Fla. Campy, who helped guide the Dodgers to six post-war
fair power. Last year our defense, for hits. A pitcher likes some
pennants as a catcher before his crippling auto accident in
especially in the infield, was poor. hitting behind him but more imJanoary, 1958, now is a special coach for the Dodger club.
All the moves we made during portant he wants a good defense."
the off season were aimed at
Sawyer said the Phillies are
improving that defense."
talking to all the other clubs
deals."
The biggest move in that direc- trying to make more
anything concrete'
tion, Sawyer believes was the I "We haven't
but we're trying."
acquisition of George Anderson, in the works,
that "when
the slick fielding second baseman he added, explaining
*you have to take
By OSCAR FRALEY
who hit only .269 at Montreal you finish last
bookstands as his golf promotions
otheryou
deals
on
United Press Intentional
last season. The Phillies gave up some chances
were on the fairway .
.
make."
-F4P
Ken Loeffler, who won two naoutfielder Rip Repulski and two wise wouldn't
Must ("humble
NEW YORK (UPI) — Fearless tional
minor league pitchers to lure
basketball championships
He stressed that the Phillies Fraley's facts and figures:
at LaSalle, makes a point in
were "getting the best players
Basketball betting has reached proving that technical basketball
available although there is some aztronornical proportams with the and coaching have
retrogressed.
doubt whether they are major bookies, and, with their own na"In one recent game a prom.tional espionage system at work, nent coach threw away his chaleague. timber."
"You get down to the fact that the whispers from the other side nce for a possible
tournament
the only thing you can do is to of the law are that once again bid by taking out his key ,scorer
get the best players on the mar- there are a great many suspicious when the buy
contracted four
ket and that's What we have results.
fouls," Leoffler says. "The boy
The boaities would not like to sat, on the bench 15 minutes
done. Maybe we've made some
mistakes, but we are in a spot see another scandal such as the while the other team took the
where we have to gamble. We one in 1951. It would cut into lead Only in the last few mincan't do any worse than we did what is a virtual gold mine.
utiae, was he reinstated.
If you're a dyed - in - the - wool
teat year."
Banks. . On McMillan
tabs
the
new
all
who
thinks
chose
bait
caster
the
of
Indicative
manager
as
out
let
Sawyer was
LITTLE GUY IS DEAD—The 'porta
"There never has been any real
inhave
years
favored
an
reels
in
is
recent
the
game
on
keep
they
yeant
two
1952.
in
world Is mourning Albie Booth,
of the Phillies
weeks ago. reason behind removal of a playthe spin caster, then you're going
one of football's all-time greats
after he led his "Whit Kids" to cident at Pitt several
new
CentenCross er with four fouls." Loeffler
the
be
fan
for
a
to
,
and a legend in ills own time.
the pennant. He was hired back The day of the Pitt-Holy
nial Reel just marketted by the late last season when Mayo Smith contest the odds switched from adds. "He can't score on the
lie died in New York of •
Denison Johnson Corporation of was ousted.
Pitt being favored by two points bench and may play the entire
cart seizure at the age of 51
fav- game without another foul if the
Mankato, Minnesota. This third
lie weighed only 130 to 141
"I'm sorry I couldn't do better," to Holy Cross becoming the
reel in the CenturY-Citation and • Sawyer said, "The club was going orite by two. Not until sports-- defense is readjusted."
pounds during his Yale varsity
Another rookie getting a big
now -- Centennial series goes a poorly when I took over, but it writers inquired why did the
playing days from 1929 through
step more in the plug caster's wasn't in the cellar. But that's Pitt athletic publicity director look in the spring training camps
1931, but he was an all Alldirection than do the other two, where it finished.
learn-that John Mills, Pitt cent- is Orlando Pena of the CincinAmerican. The top photo was
yet still retains the advantages of
taken when he was refereeing
er, had injured his ankle the nati Reds. Up briefly at the end
Predicts Better Finish
of last season, he allowed only
spin casting reels. Built to mount
• 1956 Army-Columbia game.
"It isn't going to finish there night before . . But the bookies
•
one run in 15 inrengs and posted
on tcp of the rod. M the recessed again. It's the best eighth-place knew it . . .
an earned run average of 060.
seat of the conventional bait cast- club I've ever seen and it isn't
How high is "up" tor John Rut Pena, instead of getting a
ing rod ,tne Centennial combines going to take much to get us
Thomas. the Boston University larger hat, threw the bouquets
the power of the direct drive of back in the first division.
Prevent
Eradizate
freshman who set an all-time to shortstop Roy McMillan.
the bait casting reel with the ease
"Maybe just Anderson can do
record cf seven feet. 1 3/4
"Me pitch ball," Pena explains
and accuracy of the spin casting the trick
If he improves our world
MICE — ROACHES
No- simply, " and hope it hit to Mcreel, and retains the push button defense th.e way we think he ir.shes in the high jump'
I ERMITES — RATS
feature of the Citation and Cen- can—well. 'we have everything body can say, for sure, but for- Millan."
tury. which allow the angler to else to make the big b.
,ys take mer national indoor charnpion
Herman Wyatt of Santa Clara
throw a light lure a long way, notice."
thinks that Thomas eventually
the
meant
with great accuracy.
he
boys"
By the "big
The outstandingly new feature Braves. Pirates, Giants. Reds and will do at least seven feet. four
of the Centennial is the double the Dodgers. He rates them as inches . . .
Dodgers Eye Howard
handle which the angler releases the toughest clubs in the league.
The Dodgers are high on Frank
The Destructive Termite
when the fish strikes, and which
MIAMI. Fla (UPI) — BayHoward. six-foot six-Inch outnorm with the fish's run, immeFREE INSPECTION
ard Sharp's Troilus won the $136.State's
Ohio
was
Arno
fielder
and
drag:
the
diately engaging
800 Flamingo Stakes as favored
basketball captain. Last summer
the drag is strong and even and
First Landing finished third.
the
led
Howard
Bay.
at
Green
the
meet
to
readily adjustable
ho37
with
League
Three-Eye
tbe
of
— Licensed & Insured —
size and fighting tactics
United Reese International
CHICAGO (UPI) — The Chimers. 119 runs batted in, 104
'fish. This new feature means that
SYDNEY. Australia (UPI) —
cago Cardinals traded halfback
SAM KELLEY
as
and,
bases
tctal
311
runs,
quarry
the angler's battle with his
George Berry. 1363o, Los Angeles,
to the Los Angeles
Pete Reiser 011ie Matson
is a toe to toe slugging contest. outpo. nted Stan Hayward, 135, well, batted .333
Rams for nine players.
Phone PL 3-3914
I
best
big
man
him
"the
calls
lie feels every rush and run and Australia 12.
ever saw in baseball."
surge of the fish — and it is
NEW YORK (UPI) Ron Dethis direct contact all the time,
NEW YORK (UPI) — Cecil
of laney won his 30h straight inauditor
state
Rhodes,
Jim
the "feel of the fish" thrill, that Shorts. 1461
2. Cleveland, out- Ohio and former mayor of Col- door mile and Manhattan College
/
makes anglers, and keeps them pointed Bennie Kid Paret, 155, umbus, has co-authored "The won the team title in the 1C4A
fishing over the years.
Cuba 10.
Trial of Mary Todd Lincoln" It track and field I meet at MadiThe Centennial, Model 120, has
'tames to,.. be as big a hit on the son Square Garfien.
green
and
cover
Towles
—
(UPI)
black
I.
R.
a
PROVIDENCE,
Clements, 17014, New
case that is die-cast in one piece, Willie
both
and
proof,
water
and
dust
York, stopped Lou Ca trepans:Mi.
cover and black handle are knurl- 173½, Providence, R. I. 2.
The reel
ENDS
ed for good secure grip.
THURSUAY
spool comes loaded with approxiHOLYOICE, Mask. (UPI) —
mately 100 yards of 10 pound test Rudy Sawyer, 151. New York
whole
the
line,
rnonnfilament
Gwin, 148.
Rudy
outpointed
thing priced at 814.95. For fisher- Cleveland, 10.
extra
carry
men who like to
spools loaded with different line
PRAGUE (UPI) — The United
the
States nat:onal hockey team lost
lest monofilament to meet
in
fish
requirements of different
to the VZKG team of Ostrava
different types of water, extra 6-4.
8
or
6
spools complete with 4.
for
pound test line are available
By LEO H. PETERSEN
UPI Sports Editor
CLEARWATER, Fla. i UPI) —
Fur a manager who finished last,
Eddie Sawyer of the Philadelphia
Phillies is pretty high on his baU
club.
He doesn't think it's nearly int
bad as last year's eighth-place
finish indicates.
"We have first-division potential," maintains Sawyer, who led
the Phillies to their first pennant
in .35 years back in 1950.

UPIITEL1
PERIODIC.
sitiVESTIPA&.Jrr
PLANS

-TT-

QUIP/MKT

DISTRICT RESULTS
1st at Carlisle
Fulgtarn 63 - Riverview 40

2nd at Ballard

OSCAR SPORTS LETTER

3rd at Lowes
Fancy Farm 80 - Dunbar 47
Syrnsonia 61 - Mayfield 55

4th at Murray
Benton 72 - Almo 32
Murray Hoch 39 - Hazel 33

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Oscar
Levant is by his own admission
not much of an athlete but het,
won a letter for his packet.
"I did reteive a letter," he
told his TV audience. "It was for
my straitjacket and it was a
2 for psythotic."
'1'

18-INCH

Instant-Action
Recoil Starter

POWER
MOWER

Leaf MulchEr
Included ... No
s Extra Charge
H.P. Clinton
Gasoline Engine
Adjustable

loaded with features
you'd never expect
at this price!

Cutting Height

Carbon Steel Blade
Stays Sharp longer

Special Handle that
Prevents Mower from
Rolling

Backwards

Rock Bottom
Price!

i

Peace

cord.

Re'Aland 66 - Heath 49

Pight Results

111/grop4s:
•

Erwin put Hazel into the lead
with a fielder as the second half
got underway but Jerry Rose
retaliated for Murray and another score-knotting tussle set in.
Jerry Rose and Robert Lee hit
in quick succession late in the

period for a five-point advantage
but Waters fired in a bucket before the period ended to cut the
gap to three points. 25-28.
James Dale Erwin pushed In
a field goal early in the final
canto to knott the count 30-30
but Lee took command for the
Tigers and pushed in five straight
points to give Murray High a
35-30 advantage with 1:57 left to
play. The Lions were never able
to over take Murray as the Tigers
stalled away the remaining time.
David Miller was high man for
Murray High with 11 points. Robert Lee and Jerry Rose both hit
for 10. James Dale Erwin took
scoring honors for the game with
13 markers.
Murray scored on 15 field goals,
9 of 11 free throws for 81 per
goals.
cent and committed 13 field
Hazel pushed in 13 field goals and
per
7 of 19 free throws for 443
cent. The Lions were charged
with 9 personals.
Tonight's action pits Murray
Douglas with South Marshall in
the opening game and North
Marshall clashes with New Con-

MORE

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

ow new tar dollar.
try mile you dr es!

occasions but both teams had
trouble with their "shooting eye"
and loose floor play. Hazel opened
the contest with a 5-0 lead before
Robert Lee 'broke the ice with
two free throws and a f:eld goal
for the T:gers. Murray High went
ahead 8-7 on a two-pointer by
Miller and after a lead swapping
series in the second period the
half ended with the battle deadlocked 15-15.

WHERE YOUR
DOLLAR BUYS

TODAY'S SPORT
SHORTS

TERMITES

MUTH

THREE

Murray Douglas Game With South Marshall Is
Featured Tilt In Quarter Final Play Tonite

hillies Better Than
th; Says Sawyer

COMPLETE INVESTMENT
SERVICE and
MUTUAL FUNDS

WADDELL & REED, MK.
weireoesser
DAN Te.RFIUNE — FL 3-3121
1704 Miller — Murray, Ky.

PAGE

ENTON DRUBS MAO; TIGERS TOP LIONS

Seeliger said injuries of this
kinn are especially dangerous because the lActim often isn't conscious he's been nurt tLitil s.oderal
hours later.
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MOW TO ESCAPE INJURY
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•

•
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1.75
4

A Week

0•

8D

159

•

of

$21X1
are
All parts of The Centennial
reel
corrosion resistant and the
for one year
Is fully guaranteed
.
against efl
purchase
of
date
from
workmandefects in material or
sheet which
ship The instruction
accompanies the reel is made of
resistant
'special, water and nil
in the
paper. so it can be carired
reference.
tackle box for ready
without danger of damage.
waters.
Already tested in trout
Crentennial has won great
the
as
rczGiRrs
G )
praise for its performance. and
further evidence of its toughness.
Outdoor Writers Joe Brooks, of
Richmond. Va.. Harold Brisley of
Fleming
Kansas City, Mo.. Glenn
Va., George
of Parkersburg, West
and
Robey of Columbus. Ohio.
Canada.
King White of Toronto.
used the new reel in Bermuda
waters in July, to conquer a
water
variety of the smaller salt
game fish, such as a 7 pound
Stewart
and
REED
yellowtail. 10 pound porgy, 11 DONNA
pound dustky shark, 6 pound Granger find time for romance
snapper, and an 8 pound monkey on the Riviera during their susGioINA MOW
rockfish. all hard pulling fighters penseful scramble for murder
r coLumma PeCTIVIRIE
that succumbed to the finely en- clues in "THE WHOLE TRUTH"
new Centennial.
now showing at th• VARSITY.
VMS MEM MEM UMW gineered

L.
srawmzr

:S IT!

GRAN?ER,

't field can match
ind you'll enjoy a
louth's hell-the

• 61

c
DiED
R.

Mind....

WHOLE
TRW

I

tomOrrOw'S

L

boat &Tide

MAKE AN OUTSTANDING BUY!

All Summer
To Pay
Each of us has his own
personal goal in life,
which can only be reached by foresighted

TRADE-IN YOUR OLD
MOWER...

planning and sustained
effort. A well conceived
program of systematic

either power mower or push type

GET OUR GENEROUS
TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

saving is usually essential
to our success.

"Nix \

rs,of each other.
for your money.
Try-the today!

HERE'S A REAL CHANCE TO

4" Down

We're sure that if you know
real power mower value .
you'll recognize this as the season's best buy! Quality construction throughout... with those
big "plus" features you'd expect
to cost a lot more. We invite
you to come and see for yourself Just how much extra value
is built into these mowers. Very
easy to buy too...the Firestone
budget plan lets you take
months to pay on terms to fit
your budget.

FENTON'S

For • good start in the right ciirection,
open a savings account .... now!

BANK Of MURRAY

FIRESTONE

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

205 S. 5th St.

PLaza 3-4669
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Lochie LandoIt, Editor

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Phone PL 3-4707

Mrs. Harry Sparks
Is Winner Of Toast
Mistress Contest

24.
litst

be Mesdames J. A. Outland, RichMims Linda King recently reard Tuck, 0. C. Wells, Robert
Tenn.,
Etherton, R. H. Robbins, Burnett turned from Harriman,
where she was maid of honor at
Waterfield.
the wedding of her college roommate, Miss Geraldine Lee, and
meet,.
Club
The Faxen Mother's
March 20
Friday,
Mr. George Lyell of Nashville.
ruoni
today in the school lunch
Miss King was accompanied by
rs
Concord
New
Homemake
The
for election af new officers fur
her mother, Mrs. Oury King,
of
in
the
home
meet
will
club
the coming year.
Payne Street.
• • ••
Mrs. Taft Patterson at 1 p.m.
The Grace Wyatt Circle or the
Presbyterian Church will meet in
the home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey
at nine-thirty o'clock in the morning.
• • ••
Thursday, March 5th
The Jessie Houston Service club
of the Supreme Forest ttioodrn.in
Ca-cle will meet at 830 in the
evening for a chili supper at the
Murray Electric building. Hostesses will be Mesdames Mary Lou:se Baker and eiackie Hubbs.
•• • •
Group Four of the Christian
Women's FelowMip will meet us
the home of Mrs. H J. Bryar1
at 9:30 in the morning. Mrs.
Norman Hale will give the pro-

Engagement Announced

Nies. Harry Sparks won the
. speaking cortest conducted in the'
Murray Toeserestress Club Monday n.gre eeren the final
e as .cid in the Health
Center. Mrs. Sparks will represee: the lecal club in the area
contest Saturday reght when a
representataye from the Cardinal
:--eati Paducah Club will also com- PAC
Met J A. Outland - pees-ideate.
conducted' the buencss meeting
.
ene Limed as teastnestress Mrs.
eullen Eceuu gave the devotion
flag.
and led the pledge to the
tele:es-1meg last Mendaa
piepated,"-- nerht. nine rreerribere—
Mrs.
Winners M that evert wive
Mrs
Spesks. Mrs George. Hert.
James
A. A. Doherty and. Mrs.
Mrs.
RUdy Alearietee. Othe.rs were.
lrveuron Jeffrey. Miss Doceithe
M's Albert Tracy. Mrs. C C.
Larson.
Lowry. and Mrs Eche:n
winMrs. Sperks used as her
As
ring subject "Unaccustomed
eicals and
I Am.- Mrs Hart.
*rime' on
Men": Mrs Deherty.
beOur Hands.' Mrs Alibritten.
participate
cause of ..4iness did not

.M11••

Plaza Beauty Salon

PERSONALS

Wednesday, March Elk
The Weill of the Elm drove i
Baptist church will meet at the
church for an all day of prayer.

owea,a,

WEDNESDAY — MARC!! 4, 19:;1

-

MURRAY KENTUCKY

LEDGER

Mason Office)
201 So. 5th St. (Formerly Dr.
POLLY JONES - ANNA HUIE
Owners and Operators
PLaza 3-2952

THEY MUST HAVE BEEN
SANITONE DRY CLEANED!

•4 I
• .1

• Dry
• Cre
iiEleo

'
'Cab
•
•
•
•

gram.

••••
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's club will meet
at the club house at 2:30 in the
afternoon. "Name That Flower"
will be the program with Mrs.
E C. Parker in charge. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Maurice Crass,
Linton Clanton, a B. Boone, Humphrey Key ,and Clifton Key.
••••
Saturday. March 7tli
The Woodnien Circle juniors will
meet in the American Legion hall
at 2 p.m.
••• •
Monday. Meech 9th
The Business Guild of the First
Christian church will meet in the
home of Mrs George Hart at 7-30
In the evening. Mrs. Helen Bennett
will be on-hostess The program
will be given by Mrs W. J. Gibson

rm
one,

Mir
Lar
Lav
Gem

• Cu.
• Coe

You can't beat

PI
/

BOONE

Judieng:eereeProt Albert Tracy.
t of
eead of the speech departmen Den
`lerray State Celege. Mrs
college
'Awn. member ce the
,
srwech
f T-cully: and two 'senier
FENTON'S WINS RACE TIRE. Shown above is Earl
Day.,
minors of the college. Jack
Quiley, Firestone territory salesman, presenting a FireAlbert
„......tapel . . and Ed Brooks Mrs.
laid Hugh Eddie Wilson
stone Race Tire to Ed Fenton charge of
in
cheiritethwas
Tracy
• •• •
on behalf o fthe Firestone Tire and Rubber Company.
ledges.
Mrs.
The Euzelian Sunday School
Miss Dorothy •Irvan and
Fenton's Firestone Store was ; their friends and customers to
of the First Baptist church
and
class
titners
as
served
of four Firestone stores in I stop by the store and look at this
one
J. I. Hosick
MISS JO ANN ELKINS
Mrs
of
home
the
will meet in
Mrs. Lowers and Mrs_ 'X
which includes most tire, which was especially dethis
district,
Street,
Seventh
J. I. Hosick, North
area, to fill its veloped for the Indianapolis 500a
four-state
Nall 'served as tellers.
of
speeches in all
Mr. and Mrs. Beauron H. Elkins of Murray route six 'at 7 pm.
spring quota A special display of Mile Race. These tires have been
The subjects for
• •••
memthe
do
Ann.
,
to,
to
daughter
their
of
given
announce the engagement
divisions are
the famous Firestone Race Tire built to withstand speeds tip
contens.
The Sigma departmeat of the has been presented to these stores. 200 miles per hour, Mr. Fenton
bers 24 hours bdere the
"Mr. James Lee Harmon, son of Mr. and Mrs. David
at
core
met
will
ceub
tote;
Woman's
the
Murray
;
The committee for
Hugh Eddie Wilson and Ed ; pointed out.
route five, Murray..
Hart. Hannon.
the club house at 7:30 in the Fenton invite anyone interested,
test was composed of Mrs.
be
will
Europe"
Irvare.
'Touring
evening
Mrs. Losry and Miss
Miss Elkins is a graduate of Nfurray High School and
particiwith Miss Clara Eagle
The Murray club will
She is now teaching home econo- I the program Hostesses will be
College.
State
Murray
Paducah
as speaker
pate in the meeting in
din- mirs at Kirksey High School.
Mesdames John Cavite Bereue ;
Seturday nieht. Following a
will
Joe R. Sims, Ton:wive
Simmons,
and
School
High
Hazel
of
ner at 0:30, aeshort_ Program,
Mrs. --- Mr. Harmon is a graduate
Taylor.
d
precede the speech contest.
He is employe
e
invocation attended Toler's ,Business College.
Larsen wee give the
Tuesday. March 10th
Irvin, the re- The Ledger & Times.
Dorothy
Wee
end
Murray Star chapter No. 413
address.
sponse to the welcome
• will meet at the Masonic hall
ive. is
representat
April.
in
be
will
club
wedding
Hart
The
Mrs
at 7 30 In the evening.
area contest
•• • •
eea member of Lae
•
eornisettee.
the First
The Morning Circle
wiB
Nall
e
of
and
•th
dent
pre.
Tracy
eiscobe,
Mesdentes
Set
,
Methodist Church will meet in
the
of
winner
Severs:
speech
and
tellers.
Club
Ceche::
tie the
the home of Mrs. Jack Bailey at
plan" to attend of her chat Mrs Edward George,
Imeal club members
in the morning.
tIB
Sparks
Mrs.
metre
been
charter
nad
pest preseure
- he ever,: and
••• •
Wincontest.
MI53
the.
Club.
per uf the Cereiree
- her part of
represent
will
Mrs. Jemes Roberts of St. Louis,
Jauqu.n Seezar. Cardtha: Clete
ner of this event
Thursday. March 12th
,tee area in the regional inseting Mrs Ly.•beth R. Reed, Regional Mo., the former Mssa Verrde CroGroup Three of the CWF. First
Memphis,
in
director. Paducah Club and Mrs. ghee. was complimented with a Christian church will meet at 7 30
which :s to be held
Malian Reed. Padocah, and stud- luncheon_ in her honer given by in the evening. Hostess will be
Tenn in Aped.
were
Mrs. Frank Roberts at the Ken- Mrs. Don Hall arid program will
Hog-teases M-riclay night
ent, of Murray State.
and
Mesdames Evans. L-irson. Nall
tucky Colonel recently.
be. given by Mrs Jerry Scates.
members
club
ts
Murray
Other
••••
Hart. They- served refreshmen
Present at the luncheon were
Tate,
Luau
Miss
af coffee. ice cream and cake present were
Mrs 0. B Boene. Jr_. Mrs. James
Mrs. Buren Jeffrey, and Mrs. Parker. Mrs Gene Landolt, Mrs.
Thursday. March 121h
after the contest,
Nees •
The South Murree Homemakers
- •A.. B. Auein Mrs. Sam Crass,
Mrs Joe Pat James. Misses Patsy club will meet in the home of
Roberts and, Fidelia Austin, the Mrs. Lnwell King On the Mayfield
Highway at 1:30 in the afternoon.
hostess and honoree
• •• •
••••

1,x,

for getting rid of
spots on clothes
BATH ROBES
SHIRTS
SW EATERS
PLAIN DRESSES
PLAIN SKIRTS
MEN'S & LADIES' SUITS
BLANKETS
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LAUNDRY - CLEANERS

,111,
fi

PHONE Plaza 3-2552

at

of

Mrs. James Roberts
Complimented ll'ith
L uncheon Recently

"3.

Are You Planning To Be
Married Soon?

Bring your pictures to The Ledger and
Times for clear, first quality cuts!

IS
s IES CAFE
Stig

1

SHORT ORDERS - HOMEMADE PIES
6th & Main
Natl. Hotel Bldg.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc. I
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
ltri East Maple St.
Phone PL 3-3161
_

For The Finest in Early American
see the
"AMERITAGE COLLECTION"
in Solid Hard Rock Maple
2-Pc. Suite
'189.00
$ 16.95
Matching Tables

CAUSES

MISTRIAL
MARV
GREENSBORO. N. C. (UPI) —
A sit _pILL:ng case against Mrs.
Elizabeth R. Bell, 43. wai declared a mtstrial friday because
a key defense witness. Mrs. Bells
daughter. gave birth to a baby en
the eve ef her appearance as a
witness and a woman juror fell
and injured her ankle.

Friday. March 13111
The North Murray Homemalfers
club will meet at 130 pm in the
home of Mrs. Alton Hughes.
•“•
Thursday, March 19th
The Horoe department ef the
Murray Woman's club will meet
at the club house at 2:30„ in the
afternoon tor a style ahode "Hats
an Parade". Program chairman is
Mrs J E. Littleton. Hostesses will

TO VISIT -1144etek
NEW DELHI. IncLa
Residents of New York State
Kernenti Voreetelov. chairman II
the Sovief Uni ,n's ruling Presi- were fleeced out of /Imre than a
dium. will arrive h,:ee Feb. 24 quarter billion . dollars in 1958 by
for a state VO t, it was announ- purveyors of werthless or nearly
worthless secueties.
ced officially today.

I

For quicker service, bring in your
glossy print.
(2-colu-mn or cii-4ired size)

1 Day Service
ON MOST CUTS
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We have our own photo engraving plant which
assures you prompt high quality service.

nil
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a

I
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For assistance with write-ups about your showers, teas, parties, etc., call our
Society Editor, Mrs. Lochie Landolt, phone PL 3 -4 70 7, she will appreciate
your call.
OUR PRINTING DEPARTMENT 13 ALSO READY TO SERVE YOU
with prompt, courteous service and first quality printing when you
are ready for your announcements.
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Crass Furniture Co.
3rd & Maple

Phone PL 3-3621

PL 3-1 9 1 6
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ze-e12 CHILDREN KILLED—Scheol children flee In Mex.
ico, as wall In rear begins to fall following collapse of a
stage deeng 'Flag Day eirremonlee. Collapse killed 12. in- .
nal)
,eriad some 30. (e.). 2e69 by (exited Press hiternatio
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HAVE BEEN
IRY CLEANED!

Lynn Grove.,.

Blind Boy Joins
Civil Air Patrol

Contsnaed From Page One

NO Ill Will
Continued From Page One

she was cireful to point out
that' Fisher Wouldn't need her
permission to- obtain a Nevada
divorce anyway.

Nevada decree. 'That's what he
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - A 15- teen-agers. Those serving on the
wanted.
year-old boy who recently joined Panel were: Mr. Jim Pressor!,
The Coachella Valley In south"I wish Eddie no ill will, but
the Civil Air Patrol will have to Reda Overby, Shirlee Lassiter,
I don't want him back either. It's ern California ranges from 22 to
WinMrs.
'and
work hard for the next 18 months La Vella Tidwell,
200 feet below see level.
his life and h:s business now."
:0 earn his certificate of probe- nit' Crouch.
— .ency, but odds are he'll make it
The chapter trio sang "Because",
96 scree in Clarks River bottom.
despise the fact he's totally bhod. ------ - - - Will give immediate possession.
James E. Spruill, who lost his
Roberta Realty, phone PL 3-1661
sight due to an eye ailment when
days or Hoyt Roberts PLaza 3MOTORS - 3924, Jimmie 'Rickman PLaza 3- COPE'S UPHOLSTERY SHOP THREE ROOM APARTMENT, he was two, admits that the reeiesetric beaters - concrete mixer 5344, Bill Pres.son PLaza 3-5731 Route 5, Mayfield, Ky. All work electrically equipped, private bath, puirements are tough - they Inaerodynamics
electronics,
private entrance. Furnace heat. clude
--farm wagon -- electric saw. rides.
3-5C guaranteed. Phone collect, II 5- 1202 West Main St.
3-5P and math as well as drilling with
Phone, PL 3-2930. Brandon Dill.
2422.
-3-14P
his aquadran and building three
e
TFC
DOWNSTAIRS 3 ROOMfilitnish- model planes - but he's ready to
LOTS ANY SIZE, 5 miles North
ed apartment. Water and heat "give
of Murray, Benton Highway. Oxie
'ern a try."
The rotor-motored halt invaders from Planet
Paschall, 100 South 7th.
3-8P SEWING MACHINE SALES and extra. Call PLaza 3-4552 or PL
Jimmy, a student at the OverPincus No. 7 are attacking Earth's armies
service. Contact Leon Hall before 3-2281.
3-5P broek School for the Blind, be---------- —
.er! shake!) "Weapon!"
8.00 a.m, or after 4:00 p.m. Phone
their semi.
in
electronics
BOY'S NAVY BLUE PALM beach PLaza 3-2809.
oOr came interested
B.‘RBER SHOP
4-4C 1 FURNISHED BEDROOM in -nthe dogged leaderrnder
.,
‘40):
subject
Can ol:r brave
spring and summer sun, sue 13,
home. 1683 Ryan
Ave. Phone while reading about the
interest
an
to
led
This
Braille.
in
T. Cornpone, Jr.,
ilation
Ja!
white' wool coat size 13, white
PLaza 3-5116.
3-6C
EQUIPMENT
In radio and he j aned a Germanlinen coat size 13. Excellent con- DIXIE CLEANERS IS OPEN for
assault?
See for yourself,
.c1
ci
this
t!'.n4.1
with
3-6C business. The Dixie Cleaners on FURNISHED APARTMENT. New- town radio club. He's passed the
dition. Phone PLaza 3-3471.
• 4 Paidar Barber Chair,
LI Capp's real comic,
ly decorated, electrical)
, equip- necessary tests to show he can
North Third street is open for ped, 4
• 3 Sterilizers
rooms with bath--Call PL operate the group's transmitter
USED UPRIGHT PIANO. Good business as usual, after having 3-3378.
• Dryer
and receiver.
.
been closed for several days. You
condition. Phone PLaza 3-3589.
• Cream Latherer
As for aerodynamics. Jimmy exall
invited
are
bring
dry
to
your
3-9C
ONE
ONE
FURNISHED
AND
UNectric Vibrator
- an.: Tomorrow - and Every Day
Tc
I plaxis that • the "Volunteers for
P , oinets
cleanaig in for fast efficient serv- furnished room. Ph PL 3-1733,
---• the Blind have' already transcrib3-7C
ice.
• Mirror and frames
200 E. Poplar.
1TP
TWO 1:1ZCIL LIVING ROOM suite,
in tf
ed most of the CAP books into
• Large Marie' Sh.ne Stand
aiiest
orawers. bed, springs,
RANCH TYPE 5 ROOM HOUSE 1 Braille and lean use wing. modets
• Lavatories with Patures
inner41.ng mattrees, electric imr,‘D STOCK REMOVED FREE. and garage at 500 Kentucky Ave- for a further study" of the subject.
• General Barber Suppliea
roaster. Phone PL 3-3086.
3-5P Prompt service. Trucks dispatched aue 1 block from college,. The i He's alsa :earned math by Braille.
• Customer's Chairs
- -two-way radio. Call collect house has been newly deco-ated ' TwEi narts of the CAP course
I))
• Coca Cola Box
LARGE ..IAJOR SERVICE Sta. Mavfield. Phone 433. If no answer
and is in good repair. A good ' present more problems. One is
and other items
non. Stock and equipment, walk eat collect Union City, Tennessee,
neighborhood requires top quality , build ag the model planes. "They
Phone PLaza 3-5116
out or inventory. For information phone TV 5-9361.
TFC renters please
Alex Smith, 2412 • TfloY ;We me some trouble." 'Jim ,
•
Contact owner
call PLaza 3-2944 6:00 a.m. to 4:00
Madison, Paducah, Kentucky, Ph. ! my :aid. "but I'll just give them
'I
li;o3 Ryan A.
p.m.
3-4C
try."
a
•
-AC
3
THE
STRING DISCOUNT, 2 Slant-0- 2-0016.
• like the
GASLIGHT - U you
3 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER Metic Singer Sewing machines.
Yeaterday't Puzzle
nostalgia of a gas light in your
house. Paved street. City water sewing room floor model $80. off.
CrogSWORD PUZZLE A-we, to
yard, and also want to make it
12(1-RA NICE THREE BEDROOM and sewerage. F.HA. loan trans- For information call Bill Adams,
easy for the meter reader, the
1, -War god
ACF.OSS
3-4C PI, 3-1757 or PL 3-5480, 201 S.
ODOM OMDM CIMU
billiae in CA:viral-no, large family ferrable. Phone PL 3-2540.
11
Rochester, N. Y., Gas and ElecTFC
13th, Murray, Ky.
MOM
tureil
large liv,ng room, utility
I • N ea,,g '
ro
FORD TRACTORS, '49, '51, '52
tric corporation offers this one.
033000 0111 UOM
attimon
te•Toughen,
-.age, aluminum storm doors
an
WALTER & VERA HUTCHINS
mint,
the
as
estate
IteAr
6UULAMD
models with plows, disc, mowers,
011aL4
2o-slight
nia;,
• indows, electric heat, fully
an
/no..
OUIAMOA010
HELP WANTED
trent end loader and pond scoop.
22-Printer's
9-0. 4,ruct
a'cd. has loan and owner
•
measure
12-Ccutury
Owners
Alio one Cub Farmall with plow,
23-kmulte and
plant
30
I transfer. 4 ROOM • HOUSE
...sc,
t valor. Extra nice equipIi Speck
fog
"WANTED MAN 22-45 WITH CAR
BC3E1 DIIIIIMILIFilE
?le acres of land, has large
24-Sheet
of
name
14-Stan',
goodunent. Robert Craig, Route 3,
DU OMOUNDOPI
•'
glans
15-Perta,hing
for establis.hed route work. Work
1-.n back porch with
P.-Hazel. Phone HY 2-3145.
3-4P
to the teeth
25-A state
WOMMIJ 101103
by appointment. Opportunity to
on porch, large chicken
I2-ri,e example
(abbr.)
000121111
00
DID@
26-Trench for
smoke house, stock barn, REGISTERED COON PUPS, black earn $12.5.00 weekly. Write 422
MIZIO MOM EISMO
-king"
it-Mane
g orchard. full priee $2500. and tan-eight weeks old, have , Columbus Ave., Paducah-Phone
nickname
SO-Vegetable
E191
%sr •
3-13C
(pl.)
19-Later
E MODERNIZED HOUSE on registration certificate Also own) 3-2777".
82- missend
21 - Feeling
acres of good land on black th • father and mother of Pops.
Poems
2347-Warms
23-Shart 14 - In te rain Ion
36-11aker's
dietary*
43 British
road near Sinking Springs James Mitchuson, RFD 2, Murray I
6G-Free of
product
manner
streetcar
67-11ail!
reel, 2 chicken houses, smoke PL 3-2339.
3-7P KENTUCKY STATE TROOPER17-Cartilage
27- PV,VOLIII
-TRY OUR DELICIOUS SUNDAY SPECIALS *
49-Opera by
41'. Pruned
6S-Man'e
211-A sint•
merit system. Excellent retiree, garage and large stock
Verdi
43- Tr.nter's
2111-1•Itick
nickname
[taker's
60can be bought for less than SINGER AWING MACHINE, con- ment benefits, uniforms and equipmeitaum
subat.inem
61-tiona
Product
SHORT ORDERS * SANDWICHES *
45-Pr. 4.•,in
21 -flreel, letter
e could be bulk for $7000 sole models, new as low as $545 ment furnished. Opportunity for
ilrrie • i ion
State
nearest
at
Apply
advance.
FARM,
-PL
Adams
Bill
ACRE
Call
233
month.
per
ortce
10
1411111e ire.
8
7
A
3 4
•P1111111.riei
ri housr, large stock barn. 3-1757 or PL 3-5480. 201 Saul: 13th Pollee Post or write Kentucky
HOME MADE PIES
•01,ta 11
3-6C
TFC I State Police, Frankfurt.
!our years old, tobacco barn. street.
41-pe!-. t.,fle
13
112

FOR SALE

.....
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NOTICE

FOR RENT

O-o-o-h! Those Ruthless
Pincushions!

ussp ira..scrsic

I

Li'L ABNER

1

an't beat

NE

ig rid of
clothes

sun's

College Ct.i;1

omgm gmo

69*
45*
45*.
89*
49*
99*
• • 99*

ONE

T - CLEANERS

00
ummum moo mom
mm 1II1 umu

„I/WA

Immo gomm

I

7")

II

PLaza 3-2552

ar
D'iCAIIPCL
A MASTER MYSTERY
WN

flY STAJAILKIr
gelifftska at

Camyrtatil. WA be lamas Mau segallelal

•

na ...ere meas.. areas. s

s

restursa

7)

-- be• I
•
terety that lot no doubts aldrit • V7• tasting v,
..; :iss• to Wjl:off's sincerity. and Murray 'You neen
TT Tc-nis G:orge
that he had struck a ern:. he said v.ath unwil
", ta wdr,!s. ar..I wi:en :le ...A ' new
I
vein to exnlore He iahl hi, hand lion "1 could havir teed -n. 0••, eho;:co
, ca.
the:
heart. 'That gets me , like you in my nusna.
doulde- over
rrUr•:r...ble.
'You
ray;
right here, Wykat. But d you be asked Dowd. •‘-'17.!
,rix :nor
be .:411:1 to MurYou think it: al •
don't see me crying it's because think
ray IGirk. "Who do you think
1 already met In NLIU:r U you I, "1 don't sae eally nct • Es
y _Icre foolinr, nE runt! with? You
want my honest opinion, be is said
think rm so atupid I'd believe you
"But you'll have to
hardly what I w(Aild call the Idia.
took Londesn's mar to prove he's
word for it," Wysole e. r..
brother type"
girt?"
his
get
gir,"y and
"Who wants your opinion' Murray. and when Murray tare • i
"No." .alc1 Pfurriy
s doobtfid he said. 'You .1';•;: 3
What do you knew
"No. But it's all right to sill
v t-^u t- oraileesionel sneak like you ?"' ot gall Kirk dr
tirnr with If I ask you about .1
•
Wykoff heldup a tremhkng ore- over Alt right. Wise',
agat:i. you ten me the same thing,
• Tinger "Let me tell you smite. look at the hoe ts .N•
and we go around and around '
thing. Kirk In my whole opera- back me up "III th-• that way Is that it?"
'tion there was just one raw who royal hnelencas ea'•
"Yes"
t'
-••
?•
wa•
daie
"The
run a losing book and get
wykoff ,stond up threatening- could with
it Right in the middle Murray said
ly. and Mitchell Dowd came to his away
There was ne el. • •-e I
district
fattest
the
in
of
town,
1 - et amost at the same mommt.
'
Miller ran e loss for me where the recor.'• welie laid a restraining hand on had. Ira
year after eisither and I door he heard epeard
Wykoff's arm. 'Listen to me. one
never blinked an eye He was of. the room dove"- ••
George." he said 'Tither you get
fifteen. twenty thou- hall: the ...mind Or!
ladd of yourself, or I walk out at into me for
dollars. and it didn't bother that of a woactli '
here right now You've got to sand
I me. because that's how it is with creakily nulled ot ."
cone:der may potation. too."
•
-purloined frtter
two
Murray felt an old familiar •us
"No one ever double-crosses he reflected PUS-it heed. tighten in his belly He had
,
Kirk No one. body's nor^ ard l•
estimpted from the start that George .Wykoff,
yunderetand? ft anyone else ran last place they'd t-- tr f• Dowd's presence was his surest
like that he knOW9 smiled at Joe, wh, -- •
safeguard, because Dowd WWI ob- • losing 000k
r
what would happen to him. Only bar watching nim
vtonaly a man who wanted no
•..
--•
do it. because it easy 910.4' "
part of vad.,nee. Not, at least, Ira Miller could
when he .said it wasn't his (stilt you see the war Is ovea'r"
if he might be a witness to It.
•
'
He got up and str-'1e.
telling the truth.
Without Ma company anything I knew tie was
the cops kept 'window htimmlne the lo• -•
round happen, and. according to The beta went bad
bigger graft, that's "1 Can't Get Str •• ad." !
Bruno Manfredi's somber plhlloso- pushing for
it. went My own accountane 'snowing The first ra-i r•
phy. it probably would, It came how
• book in the organiza- the winte• awl
as a relief when Wykeff pushed I knew every
toted to say to me, In the wilds of Stet - n I -guile the restraining hand and tion inside-out
in hard luck but the winter. he thca•-• t
sullenly said, "What're you mak- 'Ira a running
'
level • And Ruth Vincent
lag such s fuse about? You think he's strictly on the
to tell me You UV. mountain, for t'• I want to get you mixed up an he didn't hate
t
tIO'V
[ think when it comes to a show- she didn't know
some trouble? Yrat're worse than
down between Ira and your cop much the better re •
a wornan."
•on the level? You the world's worst
Dowdl's face rc•idened "Maybe that Ira ain't
Dowd satd nesin•• 1think again!
I am. hut I've gut sense enough better
"So now you know something. question about it. Itir,
to see vou re not getting *nyany made a pay-oft to 1..•-•.; • •
where this way Why not conic to don't you'. And if you got
•
tell third just the way te
tie point? You Want Kirk to drop brain& Kirk, tomorrow you'll
for did."
this case, no matter who's behind this Lundeen to take a Jump
e-see
"Wen all riot's."
Lundeen or what he has up hts himself. I don't care who's in
what "We'll have a drink an t
sleeve All right, out it to the hack of him or why. You do

l

SERVE YOU
sg when you

•e
'

•

MES

ate,
NO_

42.01rre name
44-Molar/wig,
46-Reveir
lions

All
,10

51•Nunil,er (P1)
52.Tear
53-14.1ver In
,
65•Pert•tiose
to lb. mars
99. Fruit drink
I.' Booty
52- Re.id•
ii- Insane
64. neetruction

24 25

special home-cooked flavor! Courteous

27

service always -- plus econthnical

se31

14

4

40

39

priced!
sa

79

sa

GUNPLAY DID IT - Alex Maxcomforted by
well, In, ts

man that way, and see what he's
got to say about it. He's no fool."
"Thanks.' Murray said. "Only
I'm not so smart either What's
George here got against Lundeen
Wykoff said with venom, "He's
molting trouble for Ira Miller,
that's what No, don't go giving
roe the (Ugh, eye, Kirk If you
don't know lOav things stand between Ira Miller and me you better find out quick. neeriuse It
ain't sty )oke. I'm not talking
about somebody just hermetic I to
work Miele with me. v'understand. Ira Miller LS like my Mai
brother He's high caws and his
wife is high class. too They're
the finest people I know in the
world, and they got enough trouwithoot yosi aiuthing them
;:tound like Ira says you did
That means all 1 want is to comb
you out of their hair. and between
you and me,'I don't care ho'
do it!"
IS was said with a savage in-

.2 say."

"That's a fine proposition,"
Murray said. "What do I get out
of It ?" "Your neck. What more do you
want?"
"Oh, some way of backing out
of the case. Take those records
you were talking about If you
look them up right now and give
me evidence that Miller paid off
Lundeen, I'm in the clear. That's
the Kind of thing the people I'm
dealing with v.mild understand."
"Yeah?" Wykoff said coldly
"And what makes you so sure the
records are right around here 7"
-Where eine would they be?
You wouldn't keep them in a hank
vault where they could be imyou?
You
pounded, would
wouldn't turn them over to somebody who could bring the incometan people down on you like a
ton of brick, would you? What's
the odds they're right under your
mattress while we're talking
here?"

•

•

DOWN
1 -euellion
3-Res.-rage
3- Kira
.tr.htir's
lanee
1.61oildr,
$-Heimema
11-114hokl"
7-t4rieured
5-labels
11-Leseet

r
gl°

52
62

.19
r-Va
e3
DLitt by 1.e.

are 'served to }Tod attractively and with a

72

65-Paradise

c•

I

parties, etc., call our
7, she will apprecia' te

INVITE YOU
TO DINE
IN COMFORT

ratan* Syndic& c. Inc. 4

Nurse Marie Langan in a
Pittsburgh, Pa., hospital, where
he was taken for treatment for
a gunshot wuund in the hand.
His 4-year-old slater Lisa and
he were playing in an upstairs
room and she reached into a
dresser, pulled out policeman

YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME
at

The College Grill
309 N. 16th St.

PL 3-4421

dad's loaded revolver, and . ..

by Ernie Bushowsitin
NANCY
IS A PACE
THAT SHOULD
STOP A CLOCK

I WONDER
IF THAT OLD
SAYING IS
TRUE

I SIMPLY CAN'T
CONCENTRATE WITH
THAT NOISY
CLOCK

THIS

05 - AI 0s vermeil
ToL
C..•• 'OS.WU••••

*BRIE

an'

24....16.a.rm

SLATS

Vain

O.K., BOYS- START THE 91,09 FROM
OUTER SPACE OFF- WATCH THE SLOW,
INEXORABLE COURSE IT TAKES, CHARLIE mu (CHUCKLE) SCARE THE
DAYLIGHTS OUT Gi
MILLIONS OF ECSTICALLV
FANS:

•

He traveled back to t' •
Stephen in Hilly Cad,. i e •
Sine. Dowd had offered Inra a
to Manhattan, but Wyarr;
curtly said, "No. 131144
to take him," and that hac. as.
IL
Caxton. it turned - ut I:
briefed before the ela„.o,a...
before they drew up to •
Stephen he said. TM
thing worked out all ru , t
Kirk, you know Sc hat 1 r
now you forge' about it
sure to take good erre
nice girl down in the e
real nice girl. You ware
sure nothing happens to
He had a great at.
Caxton did.

Cap.

UV ABNER
H-HE'S TRIOMPIN'OFF
\t:1 A FLOWER N
LAPEL, AN'A SONG
IN HPS HEART!'

-ANA' HE WON'T TELL ME
WHAR HES GoINI'—OR
TAKE
ME--

1SOME WIVES WOULD
BE JUMPIN" WIF
_1EALOUSY—BUr
NOT ME !!

. .:

ot te tell It
Mummy's
what he's found nut anuuit
rsoa
deen Petoskey
er detectiar mystery reed'.
here tom /1'7 "

.s.,, oncseer-*JP°
i,,Jgoor'a
o
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FARM PAGE

Farm News and Other Items of Interest to Our Rsaders in the Rural Areas and Communities of Calloway County

•••—••=mmoll

•••111.•

Kirksey Rt.2

FARM FACTS
M arch
1959
INCOME. As
LOWER .FARM
,pr n9 zim:s to Kent clo.- in
. 1959-farmers are wondering what
i they can do to mainta'n the rer.cenied
inczinc
iatively good
last season. Ev:rythle.. vitits
loutesi-prott: frzm hog:, cattle, poultry and grain, and .t is
unrealistic to expect tobacco to Continue 'topr duce
high yields and sell at high prlces. Them years of law prices
-are the ones . that-as they 4.8a- -on
the farm- "separate the men
ayo". The efficient befr. m :he
' ome more efficient and the least
tff.cient drop by the wayside.

Sta'

LYON

The chief cause tar the drop
in prices has been the Increase
•-in surplus supplies and efforts
to find new ways to increase
income. When hog. prices weregood, old
producers ire: eased
!their output and new pr ducers
. went into the busine - s, to - ulting
in too many hogs for pr.:I:la-ale
marketing. The soluti.r.. It eems
t.. me. is to find the enlerproses
- ties; suited to thr----farrie- nterthv.dual and stick to them though
"thick or thin", each year trythe
t.a better j

FULL SIZE, 60"s 30"
OFFICE DESK

•

• Recessed handles for sleek, smooth beauty.
•Streamlined, full-width drawer fronts.
• Large file drawer can b. used in top or
bottom
position — cli drawers interchangeable.
• Heavy duty, gray linoleum top is trimmed
with
beveled stainleu steel.
• Attractive, harmonizing gray enamel finish.
• Completely welded construction.
ONLY
• Sturdy, skid-type base.
• Adjustable feet for leveling.
• Other models available.

,
Talented 4-H ers
Win State Awards

$1945°

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
Of The

Daily Lederer & Times

deforre. As always, it's the
and 'outers' that cause the
trouble.
i- HE NATIONAL CROP. Corn is
grown by more petple on more
acres in the United States than
any ether annual crop. -It is
truly the national crop and I oan
sympathize with those who are
trying to have Congress declare
the corn tassel the National Floof
criticsm
ral
Emblem. My
corn ohould be more accurately
pointed at those who misuse corn
by planting it where it shouldn't
be grown. Corn is fine when
pioperly clutiviated on suitable
land. but it has no place =telly
land unless well protected against
with terraces. contour
erosion
planting and cover crops. Well
fertilized, high-yielding crops of
corn may actually improve the
but low y.elding crops on
uradoptel land only invite furand and PeoPlc•
corn, planting
And, epoiking
time is just around the corner,
and here are some rules for mak ing high yields on your farm.
(I) Select land wisely -level land
protected from erosion. (2) Test
soil and fertilize liberally, according to its needs. (3) Plant
ttkck enough to get 10 to 1,5,000
stalks per acre. (10.000 on poorer soils, 15,000 on the best soils).
(4) Plant on good seed bed in
the early part of the season.
(5) Use seed of an adopted hybrid

News
Mr. and Mrs. Barbara Palmer
,f Washington D. C.. is ,visiting
:n Calloway and attended church
at the Methodist church irtY.irksey Sunday. Barbora and parents
lived near Kirksey beftre going
to Was-Om/toe.
Mr. and Mrs. Dillard McCuiston are both in very poor health
at their home near Cherry Corner.
Several from this community
ottended the funeral of Mrs. Modena Chester which was corkthicted at the Mt. Carmel Methodist
church last week. Burial was in
the church cemetery.
Dr. Starks said a few days ago
that there was lots of sickness
- round.
Mrs. Kay Edwards has gone
to Paducah Hospital for operation.
Mrs. Hastin Wright. Mrs- Outland. Mrs. George Rhea. Mrs.
Virgil Brigges, Mrs. George Carnell and 1VIrs. Mary Outland and
little daughter went to Maylield
one afternoon last week shopping
and on business.
Mr. Lawson Sanders of Kirksey is in Paducah hospital for
,operation.
George Carnell and Mr. and
Mrs. Will Dulaney visited Al
Fat-less a few days ago. Mr. Farless has been ill for some time.

had a
troit.

real

hard

Mrs. Chess Beach had an old
time quilting at her home one
day last week
Al Farless is home from the
Vandernilt hospital in Nashville,
after an operation and is doing
well.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Oliver is
. 7k with... flu at his home on
RFD 2 Kirk •ey,
Mr. and Mrs. Ntble Cox were
unable to attend ..church Sunday,
because of illness.
Barney Darnell was a call r
in the home of the Georg. Cat
nell Sunday.
Mrs. Jewell Mcgailon of _Kirk sey Route 2 has some chicken
that Lay green eggs tliey
avocado. They came from South
America, The inside of the eggs
are like any other. but the shell
is green.
By Johnson Easley filled his
regular appointment at the Kirksey
Methodist church Sunday.
Scripture reading from Luke 23:33-40. A large crowd attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Tolliver
who has been living in Detroit
for sometime has moved back
to Calloway-.' Mr. Tolliver has
been out of woek for some time.
Where there is a human being there is an opportunity for
kindness.
The time to make friends is
before you need them.
Three things when they are
gone they can never return, the
spoken word, the sped arrow, the
last opportunity.
Lazy Daisy

On my own farm an the level
Mr. Lee Vicker spent the win!and of southern Todd county. ,ter in
Detroit with his children
we use corn in a two year ro- and his
come back to Calloway
tation with small grain. In ten to stay a
while. He said that they
years we have doubled the yields
and permanently improved the
soil
We new plan to harvest
three grain crops everytwo
years-corn one year and barley.
followed by grain sargnam the
Marthe forttein
Jimmy Horse:ion
Public-spirited 4-H'e'r Jimmy next year. Fertility will be addDale Herndon. 20, of Farming- ed by supplying chemical ferion. was named state winner in tilizers and turning under greet
Murray Livestock Market
the 4-H Community Relations quanities of corn and sorghtitn
report as compiled by
program because of his work in stalks, and barley straw. Yes.
the Federal State
behalf of 4-H Clubs in the com- 3ur System of farmiog is conmunity He received a certificate
Market News
tributing
to
the
surpluses,
too.
Jr.
of honor from Wm_ Wrigley
Service
Company.
CATTLE: 275. Receipts mostly
Three years ago Herndon orstockers a n d feeders; slaughter
ganised the Tr -City Boys 4-H
Steers and heifers scarce: cows
Club and has served as its presisteady to 2.5e higher: bulks steady;
dent ever since
lie submits monthly stories
stockers and feeders steady to!
about 4-H activities to the local
strong. Few good to low choice
newspaper having written some
slaughter heifers $2340 to $24.25:
50 stories in all. He has given
to $1920: canThe historian committee of the utility cows
almost 100 talks to various community groups, and has made 37 Hazel Chapter of Future Home- ner and cutters $1225 to $18.25;
radio and five TV appearances. makers of America met Thursday utility and comercial bulls 1,2110
In 1957 Herndon was Ken• night in the home economics
Toon" to $22.40: good and choice 400
tricky's junior leadership winner,
the school to work on the 600 lb stocker steers $27.10 •
and in 1955 be was chosen farm
$33 00; few lightweight choi
scrapbook.
bureau king.
Th‘Are pres -it were: Jimmie $33 25. medium and good e24
Resides being • hard-working
4-Her, Herndon is also an active Knight Pat Barrow, Martha Tay- to $26000. good to low chi!!.
member of tb• Sedalia High lor. Dianna Ferguson. Neta Pat- stocker heifers $24 25 to $28 o School Glee Club He operates
Mies Nancy Thompson. ad- medium and good $2200 to $24
the movie projector and tape
and choice feeder steers
good
recorder at school and the loud visor, one chapter mother, Mrs.
speaker system at ball games. Louise Patten and one guest. Mr. 525.00 to $2710
CALVES: 115. Moderately active.
'Zane Cunningham
Recreation Leader
Miss Martha Belle Bertram. , Much progress was made, but a good demand About steady. Good
20, of Mt Herman. won the state lot more work is needed to com- and choice 204 lb vealers $29.50:
4-H Recreation award, and a plete
a book for everyone to be several 229 lb choice and prime
fountain pen and pencil set given
$3200. standard $26.00.
by the National Committee on proud of.
HOGS: 215. Bulk of receipts
The advisor, Mass Thompson.
Boys and Girls Club Work.
mostly mixed weight and grade
In 11 years with the Etoill• 4-12 served refreshments
butchers. Steady. Hulk U. S. No.
Club. she has led games and suNet Gale Patton,
pervised recreation for such
I, 2 and 3 barrows and gilts 190
F H A President
groups as her local club, hometo 230 lbs. $1525. 235 to 275 lbs.
makers' meetings, picnics. East$14.00 to $1450, 280 lbs and over
ern Star and Sunday school af$1350 to $13.75; 180 to 185 lb.
fairs Miss Bertram renovated a
$14.25; slaughter sows 350 to 375
terrace at her home, so she could
PASSENGERS INCREASE
better entertain these groups
lb. $1330
One of her most rewarding enSHEEP: 71. Receipts mostly
crafts
teaching
been
has
deavors
PARIS (UPI) — The number wooled slaughter lambs and stockto patients at a nearby hospital.
These 4-H programs are con- of passengers flying actress the er ewes. Slaughter lambs steady
ducted by the Cooperative Exten- Atlantic during 1958 seared by to 50e lower. Bulk good to low
slaughter
sion Service. U.S. Dept. of Agri- 29c per Cent over the previous choice 90 to 103 lb
culture.
year , the International Air Tran- lambs $1725. few cull and utility
sport Association reported today. lambs $12.75 to ;14.50

Murray

GREENE 0. WILSON, Manager

ROCK-BOTTOM
PRICES!

"TYRANNY" SAYS WHEAT FARMER — Stanley •
Yankus. 40, a poultry farmer of Dowagiac,
waves a copy of "The Key to the Constitution" as he
appeared in Washington before a House Agriculture
Subcommittee to fight what he calls departmental
"tyranny" which has cost him $4,562 in fines since
1954. Penalized for growing wheat for his chickens
in tefiance of acreage restrictions he contends his
only crime was "... using his lands to producie
crops" which he did not sell. 'He is contemplating
moving his family to Australia.
•

Where Natural Gas Stops

Livestock
Report

TIRE SALE

winter in De-

.. . Ken gas Begins!
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NYLON TUBELESS
MIRACLE

TIRES
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THESE TIRES ARE NOT RE-CAPS
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FARMERS

Rotis-O-Grill
he

Reg. $314"

Less

Only $12 09 o month

as down payment.

Rotisserie,
Automatic Burner,

Special
FREE INSTALLATION

PLaza 3-2571

Two Bottle Hook-Up

FOR SALE

For Your Convenience

MURRAY
LIVESTOCK CO.
Will B.
BUYING HOGS
DAILY
as well as on regular
sale day
We will pay fair market
prices and give the same
courteous treatment as
usual!
Please Bring your Hogs
Between 7:00 a.m. and
3:00 p.m.

Billy Morgan,
Ray Whitford
Owners and Managers
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850 FORD TRACTORS
650 FORD TRACTOR
NAA 1953 FORDS
1952 FORD TRACTORS
1951 FORD TRACTOR
1950 FORD TRACTOR
1949 FORD TRACTORS
1948 FORD TRACTORS
FORD FERGUSON TRACTORS
GARDEN TRACTORS
W C ALLIS CHALMERS
C ALLIS CHALMERS
B ALLIS CHALMERS

Billington - Forsee
TRACTOR COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky

eT

with an average trod.

24 USED TRACTORS

LIVESTOCK MEN

'65

For •n
ov•nsg•
Prol•-n•

24995

and

15 — 4-PLY

Tirex Cord

ATTENTION!

Ur

on this Popular

map

Two Broilers,
Built-In Griddle,
Big 20" Wide Oven,
Storage Space,
Clock and Timer
. . . and All burners
Light automatically

(Gas Not Included)
With the purchase of a
New Range from Kengas-%

11

Sales -Clad Sorvire.
Appliances, Heating,
Air Conditioning

•••••...

L. P. Gas — Bottle and Tank
Murray, Ky.
A Division of Western Kentucky Gas Co.

